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1 
We consider equations 
au 
Y$=K(u), (1) 
where K(U) is a nonlinear operator and u is in the class of smooth period 
one functions. Let F,(U) denote smooth functionals that are in involution 
and constant along solutions of (1). We determine the sense in which the 
level set of the functions F, is an infinite-dimensional torus and the flow 
of (1) is almost periodic in time. The application of the present study to the 
equation 
ut+uu,+u,,,=o 
of periodic Kortewegde Vries gives a direct analysis of the level set and 
almost periodicity of the flow of Korteweg-de Vries that is independent of 
the inverse spectral theory. 
Before the formal discussion of the work we introduce the following 
spaces and then state the Hamiltonian formulation of (1) and the linite- 
dimensional result. Take n to be a nonnegative integer and let ZYZ,, denote 
the set of period one functions, having derivatives of all order up to n that 
are square summable with norm 
Ilwll;= C j; ID’w(x)l* dx. 
j<n 
The norm in the space L2 is denoted by IJwIJ. It is known that for WE H, 
and integers j and k and p > 2 that 
(i 
’ ID’w(x)lpdx “’ <2p-*‘*p Ipkwl(o llwlll-a, 
0 
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where a = (j + l/2 - l/p)/k and 1 <j < k < n. The letter Cl signifies the set 
of functions of period one having continuous derivatives of order less than 
or equal to n. 
The following Hamiltonian formulation of (1) is due to Lax [ 11. Let 
F(U) denote a nonlinear functional defined on smooth period one functions 
and ( , ) denote the product in L,. Then 
for appropriate u and u defines G,(U), the gradient of F at U. Denote by 
dG,(u) the second derivation of F; dG,(u) is an operator defined by 
!‘-“, c’(G,(u + EU) - G,(u)) = dG,(u)u. 
The Poisson bracket of F(u) with H(u) is 
VW, f’(u)) = (GH(u), JGAu)), 
where J is an antisymmetric operator independent of U. With K(U) = JG(u), 
(1) is called Hamiltonian. Denote by S,( t)u the nonlinear operator 
uniquely determining the solution of the Hamiltonian (1) on the basis 
of its initial values at t =0: u(t) = S(t)u,. If {F(u), H(U)} =O, then the 
Hamiltonian flow (1) and U, = JG,(u) commute: S,(t)S,(t’) = S,(t’)S,(t). 
To state the results of the finite-dimensional problem replace C;O with 
R2N and let { , > denote the classical Poisson bracket. Consider functions 
h(u) = h,(u), h2(u), . . . . hN(u) on RZN such that (a) {h,(u), h,(o)} = 0 for 
n, m = 1, 2, . . . . N and (b) the h,, m = 1,2, . . . . N, are independent in the 
sense that their gradients are linearly independent except on a singular set 
of dimension less than 2N. If u,, is a nonsingular point and the 
N-dimensional set satisfying h,(o) = h,(u,), m = 1,2, . . . . N, is compact then 
the set is generated by the N flows S,,Jt) starting at u0 and is an 
N-dimensional torus on which the flows Shm are quasiperiod. This result is 
due to Liouville and Arnold. 
In this work, we give a proof of Liouville’s finite-dimensional theorem 
which is independent of the implicit function theorem and give a moditica- 
tion of this proof to establish an infinite-dimensional version of this result. 
The detailed statement of the main result is deferred. The discussion of this 
work is presented below. 
In what follows we consider the connected level set 
M= {u I F,,,(u) = F,(Q), m 2 1 } 
that is compact in CT and the Hamiltonian flow of (1) on M. Take u to 
be an element of M and view M as a subset of L,. Define G,(u) to be the 
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gradient of F,,, at U. G,(u) is a vector that is normal to A4 at U. Let N, 
equal the closure in L2 of the span of G,(u) and assume that G,(u) is a 
basis for N,. N, is the normal space of M at u and no single gradient lies 
in the closure in L, of the others. Set J= d/ax. The Poisson bracket of 
F,(u) with F,,(u) vanishes for all m and m’ and u in the class of smooth 
period one functions. With F,(u) = F(u), F,(u) is constant along the 
solutions of (1) and 
$=K,(u)=JG,(u), m21. (2) 
K,(U) is tangent to M at u. Denote by T, the closure in L, of the span of 
K,(u). Suppose that K,(u) is a basis for T, and T,, equals the orthogonal 
complement of N,. T, represents the tangent space and every direction of 
the space L2 has been accounted for. 
To identify M with an infinite-dimensional torus we begin with K,(U) as 
a basis for the tangent space of A4 at U; each element K,, in T, is uniquely 
C, t,,,K,,,(u) = tK(u) for t E 1, a Hilbert class of sequences, and K, admits 
the estimate 
where c, and c2 are independent of u EM. Let S,(t,) denote the flow 
associated with K,(u) in (2). Since {F,(u), I;,(u)} = 0 the flows S,(t,) 
commute and we get 
for all (ti, tz, . . . . t,, 0, . ..) in 1. For u in A4, assume the existence of unique 
local solutions S,(t,) u of (2) that are bounded in H, locally in time. In 
Lemma 1 of Section 2 we consider the global solutions of the initial value 
problem (2) and establish for t E 1 that n,“=, S,(t,)u converges to 
S(r)u=n~=, S,(t,)u in H, and S(t+t’)u=S(t)S(t’)u for t and t’ in 1. 
Furthermore, for u in M, S( t)u in H, is continuous in t E 1 uniformly in u 
on M. Let L denote the set of 1 in I for which S(t)u = u for all u in M. The 
metric in the space I/L is inf, E L It - t’ - 01,. In Lemma 2 of Section 2 we 
prove that S is a homeomorphism of I/L onto A4 in CT. Below we give a 
sketch of the proof of this result. In Lemma 3, we prove the existence of 
o, E L, m > 1, and verify that each t E l/L is uniquely represented by 
t = I,“= 1 r,w,, 0 < 5, < 1, for all m. 
To prove Lemma 2 we establish for fixed u in A4 that S(t)u is an open 
map of I onto A4 in CT. In particular we verify for u in a small enough 
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neighborhood of u in M that there is a t in 1 and u = ,S(t)o with 
/S(t)u - VII, 2 c ItI,. This result is obtained by modifying a construction in 
a proof of the finite-dimensional Liouville theorem given in the Appendix. 
In the finite-dimensional problem, we consider the level set MN of 
smooth functions h,(u), 1 <m <N, on RZN. Let Nr equal the span of 
G,(u), 1 <m < N, and Tf equal the span of JG,,(u), 16 m < N. Using the 
differentiability of h,(u) we select a small neighborhood of u in MN and 
find that for u in this neighborhood that the cosine of the angle between 
any normal direction G, E N: and the secant u - u is less than 4. This is 
related to the Frechet differentiability of the map n,“= 1 S,(t,)u. Use 
N,@TU=R2N and set K, equal to the projection of u-u onto Tf. K, 
determines a local flow and a curve in MN that moves closer to u by an 
amount which is comparable to (K,, u - u)/ll K,ll IJu - 011. Iteration gives the 
result. 
In the infinite-dimensional case, any neighborhood of u in M contains 
directions u-u that are normal vectors to M at u. Therefore 
(K,, u - u)/jlK,ll IIu - uII is zero and K, may determine a flow that does not 
move closer to u. This is related to the fact that the map s(t) is not Frechet 
differentiable. We next discuss the selection of a local flow which initially 
may not move closer to u but finally reaches an element in M closer to u. 
In this construction we use that /lull is constant on M and that for u in M, 
dG,K, admits the estimate 
(dG& KJ < c ,IG lI 
IlKull IIKII ’ ” ’ 
where c is independent of u. 
Suppose the direction u-u is an element of N,. Begin with the space 
parallel to T,, obtained by translating T, along the secant u-u. Intersect 
this space with the set of u in CF with fixed Ilull, For O<q < 1, 
let u,, = u + ~(u- u) + K(u) denote an element in the intersection. 
K, = P,“(u~ - u) determines a local flow from u which moves closer to u4 by 
an element comparable to (K,, u,-u)/llK,II IIutl-ull. For fixed q, 
(dG,K,, K,)/llK,ll* estimates the increase of this angle along the flow. For 
fixed time the angle deceases as q approaches zero. By continuing this 
construction in time we decrease q appropriately to compensate the angle 
increase and determine a curve from u to an element in M that is initially 
closer to u,, and finally closer to u. Iteration of this construction establishes 
the result. 
THEOREM. Let F,,,(u) be a sequence of smooth functionals of u in CF that 
are in involution. Suppose M, = {u 1 F,,,(u) = F,(u,,), m 2 1 } is bounded in 
H,, and 11 uI[ is constant on M. Zf for u in M the sequence K,(u) and G,(u) 
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is a basis for T,, and N,, respectively, with N, @ T, = Lz and 
(dG,K,, KU)/ljKUll llK;lj <c IIG,ll, where c is independent of u from M, then 
S(t)u, is a homeomorphism of l/L onto M in CF. Furthermore S(t)u in C;U 
is continuous in u on M uniformly in t on l/L. l/L is compact and identtfied 
with an infinite-dimensional torus: there exists a sequence o, from L for 
which each element of I/L is uniquely represented by C,“=O T,,,w,,,, 
0 < 5, < 1, for all m. The flow S,(t,) is almost periodic on IfL uniformly in 
u on M. 
If one removes the condition [lull = constant and assumes a slightly 
weaker condition on dG, then the conclusion of the theorem remains true. 
The techniques introduced in this work apply to the case in which the 
tangent space is finite dimensional. 
We apply this result to Korteweg-de Vries. In this case, Gardner, 
Kruskal, and Muira [3] have constructed explicitly an infinite sequence of 
functionals Z,(U) of the form 
Mu) = j’ f’,(u) & 
0 
where Z-‘,(u) = a(D”u)’ + bD”uD” - 2u + c( D”- ‘u)’ + dD”u + eD”- ‘u, a is a 
constant and (b -e) are polynomials in (Dju), j < n - 1, and if Dku has 
weight 1 + k/2 then P,(U) has weight n + 2. The first three are 
.Z= a/ax defines the Poisson bracket. They established that {Z,(U), Z,(U)} 
vanishes for all m and n and smooth periodic functions u and that Z,(u) are 
constant along solutions of 
the generalized Korteweg-de Vries equations. 
The Korteweg-de Vries equation is equivalent to 
where A = 4D3 - 3(uD + u,) and Q = -d2/dx2 + u. The operator Q acting 
on smooth periodic functions has a discrete spectrum comprised of a 
simple periodic value lo followed by alternatively period two and period 
one pairs A, <&<A,<&< .I. r co of simple or double eigenvalues with 
eigenfunctions f,(u). The function yr(x, A) respectively y,(x, A) is the solu- 
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tion of Qy = 1y with y,(O, 2) = 1, dy,(O, I)/dx = 0 respectively y,(O, 2) = 0, 
u’y,(O, 1)/dx = 1. The period one eigenvalues are the roots of the equation 
y,(l, A) + dy2(1, I)/dx= 2 and period two eigenvalues are those of 
y,( 1, A) + u’y,( 1, I)/dx = -2. The equation and initial condition confirm 
that yl(x) dy,(x)/dx - dy,(x)/dx y*(x) = 1. If u is infinitely differentiable 
then AZrn - A,,,, - I vanishes rapidly as m tends to infinity. Gardner, Kruskal, 
and Muira have shown that if U(X, t) is a solution of the KdV equation the 
spectrum of the operator Q = Q(t) is independent of t. Lax showed that the 
eigenvalues n,(u) are constant functionals under all the generalized KdV 
flows. Kruskal and Zabusky observed that the functionals Z,(u) are 
functions of the n,(u). This relation is made precise in the work of McKean 
and Van Moerbeke [4]. 
Lax [S, 61 has constructed invariant sets for special solutions of periodic 
Kortewegde Vries. These special soutions are characterized variationally; 
they minimize IN(u), subject to the constraint that Z,Ju), 1 < m < N- 1, is 
fixed. The set of these solutions is an N-dimensional torus on which the 
periodic Korteweg-de Vries flow is quasiperiodic. McKean, Van Moerbeke, 
and Trubowitz [4,7] have reduced periodic KdV to an inverse spectral 
problem for periodic potentials. McKean and Van Moerbeke provide 
explicit formulas for the special class of solutions of periodic Korteweg- 
de Vries considered by Lax. In particular if the spectrum of -d2/dx2 + u,, 
has simple eigenvalues ,$,,, 0 d m < 2N, and the rest double then the level 
set n,(u) = J,(u,), 0 <m < 2N, is identified with an N-dimensional torus. 
Generally the spectrum is simple. In this case McKean and Trubowitz [7] 
use the method of inverse spectral theory and explicitly construct an iden- 
tification of the level set n,(u) = &(u,), m > 0, with an infinite-dimensional 
torus and show that smooth periodic solutions of Korteweg-de Vries are 
almost periodic in time; The finite-dimensional inverse spectral problem for 
periodic KdV was also studied by Novikov [S], Dubrovin and Novikov 
[9], and Its and Mateev [lo]. A generalization of Novikov’s approach to 
infinite dimensions has been announced by Levitan [l 11. 
The approach taken in this work is related to Lax’s tiite-dimensional 
construction for KdV. To apply the results of the present study to KdV we 
verify the conditions of the theorem. Most of the essential properties of the 
functionals n,(u) appear in the literature. We verify the estimate of dG, K, 
below. 
Let the spectrum of -d2/d2x2 + z+, be simple. The exceptional situation 
of mixed simple and double spectra offers no additional problem. Consider 
the set M, of smooth period one functions with the same spectrum as u,,. 
Z,(U) is constant on M,. Lax [S] showed that /lull n is controlled by 
Z,(U) : m > 1 for every n. This shows that M, is compact in CF. In addi- 
tion JA u2 dx is fixed on M,,. The gradient of n,(u) is d&,,(u) =fi(u)/llfill. 
Lax [S] verified that the functionals A,(u) are in involution. Set 
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G,(u)=fi,(u), K,(u)=m-‘D&(u), and N, and T, equal to the closure 
in L2 of the span of G,(u) and K,,,(u), respectively. For u in M,, McKean 
and Trubowitz [7] established that G,(u) is a basis for N, and K,,,(u) is 
a basis for T, and that N,@ T, = L,. In particular, each G, in N, is 
uniquely G, = C t,G,(u) and cl Jm G IIC, t,G,(u)ll < c2 a, 
where ci and c2 are independent of UE M. Using known properties for 
fi,,Ju) and Picard’s theorem, there exists a unique local solution of 
au/at = m-‘Dj’:,(u) that is bounded in H, locally uniformly in time for 
initial values in M. 
To complete the application we verify that 
where c is independent of v on M,. This requires estimates of the solutions 
yi(x, J) and y,(x, A). Let A = s2. y,(x, S) and y,(x, s) are expressed by 
yl(x, s) = cash) + i j: SinMx - q))v(v) yl(r, 3) 4 
and 
Y,(X, 8) = y + f j: sin(s(x - rj))v(q) y,(rj, S) dq. 
For s and s’ bounded away from zero, use VE M,, and Gronwall’s 
inequality to obtain 
lYl(& s)-Ylk s’)l <c Is--‘1 
lY,k s) -Y&5 s’)l < c Is - 4, 
where c is independent of s and s’ and depends only on the bound of 
max Iv(x)l. For s and s’ bounded away from zero the period one eigenfunc- 
tionsf(x,s)=y,(l,s)y,(x,s)+(l-y,(l,s))y,(x,s) satisfy 
Lox, s) -fk 0 < c Is -4, 
where c is an absolute constant. Period two eigenfunctions satisfy a similar 
estimate. 
To estimate (dG,K,, K:) begin with K, in T, with K, = t’K(u), t’ E 1, and 
set V(T) = S(zt’)v, r 2 0. We develop the bound by establishing that 
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is controlled by a sequence that is square summable locally uniformly in r. 
This estimate depends on bounds for df,,(u(r))/dr. Period two eigenfunc- 
tions satisfy the same estimate as the period one eigenfunctions f2,,Jv(r)) 
and (d/dz),f,,(v(r)). f2,Jv(~)) satisfies 
-d* 
s+U-A*m 
By the completeness of period one eigenfunctions fi(u(z)) and the above 
differential expression 
dfan 
T 
r (6 fif*Jfi (kf2,-,f*Jf*m-1 -= - 
dz (iji-A*m) llfil12-(122m~I-~2m) llf*m-Ill*’ 
where . = alar and ’ indicates that j # 2m, 2m - 1. For large j and m 
13Lj--A2,,J > c lj* -4m*l, where c is an absolute constant and 
J~m-l+S~+, Ix2-4m21-’ dx is bounded above by a fixed multiple of 
l/m. To estimate f2,(v(T))(df2,Jv(z))/d r we multiply the previous expres- ) 
sion for (d/dz) f&u(z)) by f2m(u(T)) and estimate in L,. For j’ large 
enough estimate the terms j>j’ in the first expression of the series in L, as 
II 1’ wjf2nJfjf2m < 1’ U7fif2Jl Ilf*mfjll I’ j>j’ (AjziA2m) llfill* ‘j>j’ lAj-A2mI llfill* 
a 
I max,, If2AN)12 IIWI 
jz-j’ IAjsiA2ml 
<c 
j$ lj* -14m21 “A’ 
where we have used that max,, ~f2,Ju(z))~ is bounded above by a constant 
independent of m and r, and [Ifi(r = IIt'K(u(z))ll < c2 It’lI. 
Use (e(T), j-i,_ ,(U(T)) =o to write 
(fi(T), fim-,(u(T))fzm(u(T))) = (‘j(T), f2m- 1(U(T))fi,n(u(T)) -f :,&U(T))) 
and then apply If2,,du(z)) -f2,,- I(u(r))l < c I& - J’Gl to establish 
that 
II (~(t),f2m-1(U(T))f2m(U(T)))f~m~1(U(T))f2m(U(T)) 1~2rn-~2rn~11 llfim-l(U(T)ii* II 
~ IIfi(T)ll max If2,1 max If&- I -f2,1 
Item-l*m-,I 
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Estimate the remaining terms in a similar manner and use that G, in Lz is 
continuous in uoM to establish that 
where c is independent of r. The estimate IIC t,G,(v)ll > cl a gives 
the result. 
Using Lenard’s operator McKean and Van Moerbeke show that K,Ju) 
is an element of the span of D&(u). The theorem establishes the result. 
M,, is an infinite-dimensional torus and the flow of periodic Korteweg- 
de Vries in A4 is almost periodic in time uniformly with respect to initial 
values from M,,. 
2 
In this section we prove the theorem. We establish first the properties of 
S(tbo. In Lemma 2 we prove that S is a homeomorphism of l/L onto M. 
Lemma 3 identifies l/L with an infinite-dimensional torus. 
LEMMA 1. If ~~44 and tEl, then lim,,,n,N=,S,(t,)u=S(t)u in 
Cp and S(t + t’)u= S(t)S(t’)ufor t and t’ in 1. Furthermore, S(t)u in H,, is 
continuous in t E 1 unl$ormly in u on M and 
lim z-‘[S(ry)u-u] = K(u) 
7-O 
in L2 uniformly in u on M. 
Proof Begin with u E M and the local solution u(t,) = S,( t,)u to (2). 
Since M is a bounded invariant set in CF for the flow (2), the solution 
u(t,) in H,, can be extended for all time; Ilu( t,)ll, is bounded above by a 
constant which depends only on IIu~~~,, and is independent of m. S(t,)u in 
H,, is continuous in t, E R uniformly in u on M. Use (2) and the preceding 
bound for II u( t,) II n to obtain the estimate 
lIL(LA~- Uchll G cz IL - CA, 
where c2 is independent of u on M and t,, tk in R. By the definition of the 
norm in H, and Young’s inequality we obtain the estimate 
Il~“‘a?I(tm)~- UMu)ll GE IIULJ~- &(cn)4ln 
+E 
0 
a/(1 -a) 
E (1 -a) II~,(t&- &(tkMl 
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for a = n’/n < 1 and arbitrary E > 0. Apply the bound for [I,!?,( t,)ull n and 
the previous estimate to obtain the result. 
For REM 
u(t,, ?a, .. . . tN)=Sl(fl)SZ(tZ).‘.SN(tN)U 
is defined for all tN = (t,, t,, . . . . tN, 0, . ..) in I, and since M is a bounded 
invariant set for flow nt=, S,(t,)u there is a bound for IlS(t”)ull. that 
depends on )(uJj,, and is independent of N. Use the estimate 
IltNK(~)I( 6 c2 ltNl [, where c2 is independent of u in M, to find 
where c2 is independent of N and u on M. By commutativity of S, and the 
previous estimate 
/I 
fj S,(t,)u- fi S,(t,)u <c, ItNZ-P’I[, 
m=l m=l II 
where c2 is independent of N and u E M. 
Now for tEl 
lim fi Sm(tm)z4= S(t)u, 
N+am=l 
(3) 
where the convergence is in L2 and 
~l~s(t)u-s(t’)ull <c, It-t‘l, (4) 
for t and t’ in I and c2 is independent of u from M. 
For t E I, n,“= r S,(t,)u converges to S(t)u in H,,. Use the bound for 
Ill-I,“= 1 xn(L)4l, and precompactness to select from the sequence 
n,“=, S,(t,)u a subsequence uNT converging in H, _ , to some function u’ 
which equals S(t)u by (3). In view of (3), the full sequence nx=, S,(t,)u 
converges to S( t)u in H,. 
Use the commutativity of S, and S,(t, + th) = S,,,( t,)S,(t~) to write 
ii UL + cn)u = ii &n(L) Ucnb 
m=l ??I=1 
and then use the convergence of n,“= I S,,,(t,)u in H, to obtain 
S(t+t’)u=S(t)S(t’)u. 
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S(t)u in H, is continuous in t E 1 uniformly in u on M. Use the definition 
of the norm H,, and standard estimates to find 
IID”‘(S(t)u - S(t’)u)ll d E IIS(t)u- S(t’)ull, 
+a 0 
a/(1 - 50 
(1 -xl IlS(t)u- s(t’Ml & 
for ~1= n’/n < 1 and E > 0 arbitrary. Apply the estimates of IlS(t)ull,, 
IIS(t’)4l”Y and (4) to establish the result. 
We next show that 
liioz-‘[S(st)u-u] = tK(u) 
in L, uniformly in u on M. Use the estimate II tK(u)ll < c2 (tl,, where c2 is 
independent of u E M, and that K,(u) in L, is continuous in u from M to 
verify that tK(u) in L2 is continuous in (t, u) in 1 x M. Now 
S(zt)u-u-rtK(u)=r~; [tK(S(ott)u)-tK(u)]do. 
Estimate in L2 to obtain 
lIS(zt)u-u-7tK(u)lJ <T I1 I1 [tK(S(orr)u)-tK(u)]2dxdoj 
i 
112 
0 0 
and use that tK(u) in L, is continuous in (t, u) on (I, M) and S( t)u in H, 
is continuous in t E 1 uniformly in u on M to obtain the result. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2. S is a homeomorphism of I/L onto M in Cr. 
The proof of Lemma 2 depends on 
LEMMA 2a. For u in M, there is a number 6 such that if v E M and 
II u - VII < 6 then there exists a t in 1 with v = S( t)u in H, and 
c ItI,< Ils(t)u-4l? 
where c is an absolute constant. 
Proof of Lemma 2a. Let K, = P,(u - v) denote the projection of u - v 
onto T, and 0 <r be real. In what follows, we consider the evolution 
problem av(r)/& = K,,,, with v(0) = v. Lemma 1 confirms that there is a 
solution v(r), t 2 0, in M of the initial value problem: S( t)v, t E 1, in H, is 
defined for each v in M. We use the flow v(z), r > 0, and construct a curve 
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joining u with u in M. This depends on (K,, U- u)/llK,ll I/U-- VII and the 
sense in which the angle changes along u(t), 7 > 0. Quantitative estimates 
used in the iteration are developed in the following five parts. 
Step 1. The sense in which (K,, U- u)/llKJ IIu- u/I varies along the 
flow du(z)/dz = K,,,, is determined from the equation 
d (u - u(7), Ku,,,) 
z II(u- 47)ll IIK,,,ll 
- IIK,,,II 
= llu-47)ll 
IIK,~,,ll’ 
l- llu-uo(r)ll’+ 
W&K,,,, K,,,,) 1 II~vcr,l12 ’ (5) 
Begin with (u-u(z), Kvc,,)/llu-- u(7)ll IIK,,,,ll, differentiate in 7, and then 
use du(r)/dT = KU{,, and u - u(7) = G,,,, + K,(,, to find 
& (u - u(7)> Ku,,,) - IIf&II IIK,wl13 (G,,+ dK,&~,J 
d7 Il(u-u(7)ll IIKu,,,II = llu-47)ll + Ik-(7)113+ IIK~r~ll* ’ 
Differentiate (G,(,), K,,,,) = 0 in 7 and then substitute (dG,,,,K,,,,, K,,,,) = 
-(G,,,,, dK,,,,K,,,,) into the preceding identity to obtain the result. 
Step 2. Let real q satisfy 0 c q < 1. For u - u E N, there is a function Us 
in L, with IIu,,/ = llu,,ll and K,,=P,(u,-u) satisfies 
(Ku> u,, - 0) 
ll~t,ll lb,, - VII 
=& 
and (Iu,,-VII =& IIu-VII and IIu~-uII =& IIu-~11. 
u and u are elements of M with Ilull = llull = IIu,,ll. Therefore ZJ and u 
belong to N, and N,, respectively. Translate T, along u - u and find that 
u,=u+q(u-u)+K(u) 
satisfies I( ~~11 = lluOll p rovided II K(u) II = 6 & II u - u II. A direct calcula- 
tion shows that I~u,-u[)~=~ ll~-ull~ and )I~,,--u~~~=(l--~) IIu--vJ12. Use 
the identities for IlK(u)ll and 11~~ - 011 to estimate the angle between Us-u 
and the projection of uV - u onto T,. 
Step 3. In this step u(7), 7 > 0, corresponds to the flow in M deter- 
mined by K, = PTo(u, - u). For 7 < c,(K,, u,, - u)/llK,ll Ilug - ~11, where c,, is 
an absolute constant smaller than one, we establish that 
Ilu,-47)II G lb,--011 -- ; llz; ;;n:u;ll 1147) - 41 
and 
1147) - 41 a4 IIKII. 2 
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This will depend on the estimate 
where c is an absolute constant. Use N,,,,@ TV(,) = L, and write 
Kc&z, = K:,,, + G:,,,. Differentiate u, - v(r) = &,, + G,,,, in r and 
multiply the resulting expression by K:,,, + G:,,, and integrate in x from 
zero to one. Then differentiate (K,,,,, G,,,,) = 0 in T and substitute 
W”(&“(,,9 G:,,,) = - W:,,,Kv,,p K,,,,) into the preceeding identity and 
use the estimate for dG,,,, to establish the result. 
Now 
U(T) - u - TK, = 
Estimate in L, and use the bound for IIdK,,,, Koc,,II and that 
IIK,,,,ll/llu, - v(r)11 < II KJ/llu, - VII of step one and the estimate for dG,(,, 
to find 
IIu(z) - u - zK,ll <z !6’j; j-; dKo~s~~ KocS,, dx ds’ ds)“*. 
< T*C II K,ll. (6) 
lb(~) - VII az IIKJ 2 (7) 
Estimates (6) and (7) are used to establish that 
(u4-u, U(T)--) >A Wv, u,-u) 
IIu,,-4 II4z)--vII ‘2 IIUI IIus-41’ (8) 
where z is bounded above by a fixed multiple of (K,, u,, - u)/ll K,ll IIu, - 011. 
Next expand llus - u(z)ll’= llu4 - u + u - ~(t)~~~ and divide by [la4 - u(12 to 
obtain 
lb, - WI’ (u,-uu, u(z)-0) IIU(~)-4I 
lI~s-412 =1-2 llu9-41 Il4~)-4l II$--II 
+ IIu(t) - 412 
II% - 412 . 
APPLY (6 
T to find 
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) and (8) and adjust by a fixed amount the preceding bound for 
ll4j -WI’ < 1 _ (K”, us-u) 
II%pl12 ’ IW”ll IlKI - 41 
b(7) - 41 + Ib(7) - 412 
Iby - 4 lb?+4* 
<1-1 W”d4y) IIQ7)-41 
\ 
2 IK”ll lb&J---II I14j--lI . 
Take the square root of the inequality, apply Cauchy’s inequality, and then 
divide by IIuV - uIJ to obtain the result. 
Step 4a. There is a number 6 such that if II u - VII < 6 and u - u is an 
element of N, then there are a t in 1 and S(t)u in A4 that satisfy 
and 
lls(tb - 4 G Kl I/u - 41 
where IC < 1 and c are constants independent of t and v. 
The projection of u - u onto T, determines a flow in M. Since u - u is an 
element of N, the cosine of the angle of u - u with the projection of u - u 
onto T, is zero and the flow may not move closer to u. Use Step 2 to find 
uV in L2 with IIu~II = IJuOJI and replace u-u with u,, - u. Now K, = 
PTv(ua - u) satisfies (Ku, u,, - u)/lfKJl IIul - 011 = 6. Let u(t) denote 
the flow determined by K, = P,“(u~ - u) and let 47, q) = (K,(,,, u,, - u(t))/ 
IlK+,ll Ilu,-u(t)ll. Use step one, the estimate of (dG,, K,, K,), and that 
IIGv~r~ll 6 11~~ - N7)ll G lb,, - ull = ,,h lb - 4 < ,/$J to find that 47, rl) 
satisfies 
where c is an absolute constant. For each q iterate Step 3 and find for 
7,<dcr,~l, l<m<N, where c(,~l=ct(7,,~1) and T~=O, that u,=u(z,) 
satisfies 
Ibm-%JI G IILr4Jl +I Il%--o,-lll 
(9) 
ll%l--m-III 22 IlK”,-*II. 
Combine and use the definition of tl, to obtain 
lb,--,,I1 G IILI-~~II -3~17, II&,-Ill 
W-$7,L,) 11~1-%-111 
607/89/Z-8 
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For N large, we determine q and establish that 
(10) 
Let s=& and rm=rl +z, + ... +r,. By construction a,(s) =a(~,,,, s), 
where so(s) = a(0, s) = ,/i?. The estimate is established by under- 
estimating C,“=, z,a2(r,- r, s). a(r, s) is underestimated by the solution 
f(r, s) of the equation dfldr = -f+f3 -s Sf, f(0, s) = ,/n, where we 
have adjusted 6 by a fixed amount. f(r, s) decreases in r and in s and 
lim ,+oof(r,s)=O and lim,,, f(r, s) = 1. For real y satisfying 0 c y < 4 set 
t,=r,-rr,_l=~~(l/m)‘-Y, l<m<N+l, where c,, is a number smaller 
than one determined in Step 3. Use the properties of the functionf(r, s) to 
confirm that there exists s = sL- I(r), 1~ m < N, for which 
It follows that 
To determine how s depends on N we need the following estimate. Multi- 
ply the equation forf(r, s) by f(r, s) and integrate in r from r’ to r and use 
that f(r, s) is decreasing in r to find 
1 _ 2tr _ r,)f2(ry 3) >f’(r’, s) - :s”:;,~I!, 
provided r - r’ < 4. For s < s;V- 1, r = rN, and r’ = rN-, use the above 
inequality, that f2(rN- r, s) >f2(rN- 1, s&- r) and previous estimates to 
establish for s = sN = N-2y~N/26 that 
TN+Lf2(T 
1 1 
N, s&-c;--- 
2 N+l 
and 
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where cN tends to (1-27)/y as N approaches infinity. Combine 
f(lm _, , s,,,) af(r, _ , , sk- 1) with the previous estimates, and then adjust 6 
by a fixed amount to find 
N+I 
n (1 -$ZmGI~-I(SN))/SN~Y-l(l -2y)NZy-” 
WI=1 
when c’ > 0 is a small constant less than one and independent of o, N, and 
y. Select y and N independent of u to obtain the result. 
Combine (10) with the estimate of the product to find 
Now I/u, - u[( = fi 11~ - 1111 and therefore 
llvN-utl <it1 +J1-l1, Il”-vll- 
Rearrange (9), and use that the previous selection of N is independent of 
u to underestimate a, _, , 1 d m d N, and then sum the resulting inequality 
over m from one to N to find 
c 5 IIKv,-,ll 6 lb--q/l - bN-qli (13) 
??Z=l 
where c is independent of v. By the construction in Step 3 there exists a t 
in I/L for which V(T)= S(t)v in M and Ildu(z)/dzll = Il&,,ll ac, I t I ! .  
Therefore there exists t, in 1 with v, = S(t,)u,- I and vN= S(C,“, 1 tm)v. 
Combine with (13) to find 
and 
cc1 
I 1 
i t* <cc, 5 ILI < lb--qll- lIh+4Jl 
m=l m=l 
I@ L)V-U~~ ~~U-J1-rl) lb-VII 
and use llu4 - vJ( = & IIu - 011 to obtain the result. 
Step 4b. For a>0 small enough, K,=P,(u-u) and (K,, u-v)/ 
IlK,ll Ilu-1111 <E, there are a t in I and S(t)v in H,, that satisfy 
IlS(t)u - 41 s Fz IIU - VII 
c2 ltl,<IC2 lb-VII? 
where rc2 < 1 and c2 are independent of v. 
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Proceed as in Step 2 and show for 0 <q < 1 that there is a function 
u,=u+q(u-- u) + K(u) with b,II = II~oll~ where \lK(u)lj 2 & Jw 
lb - 4, II% - -011 =JI lb-4, and lIu,,-~11 <J1-)l lIu--~11. For K,= 
P,“(u, - u), .combine these estimates to find 
By Step 3 and iteration there exists 7,,,, 1 <m <N, u, = ~(7,) with u. = u, 
and 
lb,-%-III +-,ll 
provided 7, < cOam _ 1, where co is an absolute constant. These estimates 
show that 
m=l 
To estimate the product proceed as in Step 4a and find N and small q and 
E such that 
N 
n( 
1 -$,,a;-, <4. 
) 
J;; 
m=l 
Follow Step 4a to obtain the result. 
Step 5. If K, = P,(u - u) and (K,, u - u)/llK,ll IIu - VII > E then proceed 
as in Step 3 and find a t in 1 and S(t)u with Il,S(t)u-ull <ICY IIu-- VII and 
cj I tl, < ICY 11~ - ~11, where ICY < 1 and c3 are independent of u. 
With this result we combine Step 4a and 4b and prove Lemma 2a. 
Begin with u in M and 11~ -VII < 6, where 6 is selected in Step 4. Apply 
the previous steps to find t, in I, where vi = S(t,)u satisfies 
II~(t,)~--ull GK lb-41 
and 
c ItI1 GK IIU-41, 
where K-C 1. Iteration gives t,, ma 1, u,= S(tm)u,-l, 
II~(fmh-1-41 GK lb--m-Ill 
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and 
Combine to find IIv,--lI 6 rem IIu-VII. With K< 1, v, converges in L2 to 
u. Use that V,E M, M is a compact, and that v, converges to u in L, to 
conclude that v, converges to u in M. Sum the estimate c 1 l,l < xrn IIu - uJI 
to find 
c 5 t, 6c 5 It,l<llu-VII 5 Km 
I I m=l ??I=1 IT?=1 
which confirms that CE= 1 t, converges in 1. By continuity v,= 
S(CE=, t,)v converges to S(t)v=u, S(t)veM, and 
Ils(t)v - VII 2 c Ill,. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2a. 
Proof of Lemma 2. S maps I onto M . Use Lemma 2a, that p(u, v) is 
underestimated by a fixed multiple of IIu - 011, and adjust 6, to confirm that 
if p(u, u) < 6, then there exists a t in 1 with v = S(t)u in M and 
p(S(t)u, u)a c ItI,. Let M(6,) denote the set of v in M with p(v, u)<6,. 
Then UueM M(6,) covers M and by compactness of M in CT there exists 
a finite set ul, u2, . . . . u,,, from M for which the sets M(6,,), 1~ m < IV, cover 
M. It follows that each element u of M equals S(t)u, for some t in 1. S(t)u, 
is an open map of 1 onto M. We prove that S( t)u, ) tl, -K y contains a 
neighborhood of u in M. If this is not the case, then there would be a 
sequence 24, from M converging to u where u, is not an element of S(t)u, 
ltlIcy. u,=S(~~)U and satisfies p(S(tm)u,u)>cltml,, where c is inde- 
pendent of m, and for m large we arrive at a contradiction. The result 
follows. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
By Lemma 2, l/L is compact. A result due to Pontrjagin [13] may be 
applied to show that Z/L is an infinite-dimensional torus. In our special case 
we establish the existence of a sequence of element w, from L and 
construct the identification of Z/L with an infinite-dimensional torus in 
LEMMA 3. There exists a sequence w, from L for which each t of I/L is 
uniquely represented by t = C,“= 1 t, w,, where 0 zg z, < 1. 
Proof: Item 1. The set L is not empty and does not contain lines. For 
UE M, denote by M,(E) the set S(t)u, Itl,<~. By Lemma 2, M,(E) is open 
in &. Since A4 is compact with cover U, M,(E), there exists a finite set 
ul, u2, .., u, from M for which the sets MU,(s), 1 <j< m, cover M. Any 
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point u in M can be reached from u,, by applying S(t)u,, ltl, < 2~ at most 
m times. Therefore A4 = M,(T) = 2mc. For any u, and u2 in A4 there exists 
a t with ItI,< T for which ,S(t)u, = u2. Similarly there is a t’ different from 
t with ui =S(t’)u,. Combining u,=S(t’)u,=S(t’)S(t)u,=S(t’+t)u,. 
This shows that there is at least one nontrivial o from I for which 
S(w)u=u for all u in A4 and lwl,<2T. 
L is line discrete. For o E L consider Rw n L. There exists a point oi on 
this line which is closest to the origin and integral multiples of wi equal the 
line Rw intersected L. Let R, be the set of T in R for which S(zw)u = u for 
all u in M. R, is a nontrivial subgroup of the line which equals R or 
integral multiples of a smallest real number. If it equals R, then S(W) is 
constant. Differentiate S(ro)u in z and obtain 
cl Iwlr< llwK(u)ll < lim IIS(~ObJ - 41 
Z-t0 z . 
This shows that w  = 0 and establishes a contradiction. Therefore R, equals 
integral multiples of a smallest real number r1 and o1 = ri o. 
Item 2. There exists a sequence w, E L for which each t in I/L is 
uniquely t = C,“= i r,w,. By Lemma 2, the metric space I/L is compact. 
Regard l/L as a compact commutative group, and let ftr(t) = 
exp{2rri( t’, t )} for t in I and t’ a continuous linear function on 1. Usef,,(t) 
to identify the discrete character group of l/L with 
L’= {t’El’l (t’, t)EZ,for tEL}; 
fJt) is constant on L cosets and is therefore defined on l/L. L’ is discrete 
and countable. 
For r > 0, let B, denote the ball of radius r about the origin in I’. The 
set f,(t), t’ E L’ n B,, is discretely bounded and equicontinuous on l/L a 
compact metric space and is therefore finite. Denote by L: the subgroup of 
L’ which is generated by L’ n B,. Since L; is discrete there exists elements 
0;) w;, . ..) ok which are linearly independent and L; equals the set of their 
integral combinations. Now select r’ > r so that L:. contains elements not 
in L:. Since L; is discrete there exists an extended sequence ok, 1 < m < N’ 
for N + 1 <N’, that are linearly independent and Li, equals the set of their 
integral combinations. Continuing we obtain the sequence wk from L’ 
which is linearly independent over every finite set and L’ equals the integral 
span of wh. Furthermore, wh is not contained in the integral span of wk, 
m #n, and every element w’ in L’ is uniquely represented by 
w’=C~‘=, n,wh, n, E Z, where N’ is an integer depending on w’. It can 
be shown that the intersection of L, = {t E I( (t’t) E Z, t’ E L:} equals 
L= {tell (t’, t)eZ, t%L’}. 
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By a standard construction there is a new sequence w& which is an 
algebraic basis for L’ and a sequence o, from L where (o,, ok) equals 
one or zero if m equals IZ or not. 
Finally we show that each TV i/L is uniquely represented by 
t=C,“=1 ~fn~,, 0 <z,,, < 1, for each m where the convergence is with 
respect to the metric on I/L. For t E l/L consider the sequence 
mod(L) in IfL. By compactness of the metric space I/L, there exists a 
subsequence sN.(t) which converges to s in I/L. Use the identity 
exp { 2ni( t, ok) > = exp { 2xi( sN( t), oh ) } for m < N and continuity to find 
exp{ 2ni( t, c&) } = exp{ 2ni(s, c&) } for each m. Since characters separate 
points t = s and the result follows. 
APPENDIX 
In this section we give a proof of a Liouville theorem that does not 
depend on the implicit function theorem. 
Consider an evolution equation 
g= K(U), (1) 
where K(u) is a nonlinear operator and u is in D, a domain in RzN, and 
functions F,(u), 1 <m <N, which are in involution and constant along 
solutions of (1). 
Let F(u) denote a nonlinear function on D and ( , ) denote the product 
in RN. Then 
!yo E-‘{F(u+ EU) - F(u)} = (GF(u), u) 
for appropriate u and v defines GF(u), the gradient of F at u. F(u) is dif- 
ferentiable if the directional derivative exists in all directions u and depends 
linearly on V. F is twice differentiable if 
~~II~~-~{G(~+Eu)-GG(u)}=(~G,,u) 
for every u where dG,, the second derivative of F, is a linear operator 
mapping the space into itself. For differentiable functions F(u) and H(u) 
the Poisson bracket is defined by 
{F(u), H(u)) = (G,(u)> JG,tu)h 
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where J is an antisymmetric operator independent of u. With K(u) = JG(u), 
(1) is called Hamiltonian. Denote by S,(t), the nonlinear operator uniquely 
determining the solution of the Hamiltonian (1) on the basis of its initial 
values u0 at t = 0: u(t) = SF(t)uO. If {I;(u), H(u)} = 0, then the Hamiltonian 
flow’s (1) and u, = JG,(u) commute; S,(t) S,( t’) = S,( t’) S,( t). 
Consider the Hamiltonian flow (1) in D with twice differentiable 
functions F(u) = F,(u), F*(u), . . . . FN(u) such that (a) {F,,,(u), F,(u)} = 0 
for n, M = 1,2, . . . . N, (b) the set M, of u satisfying F,(u) = Fm(uO), 
m = 1, 2, . . . . N, is compact, and (c) the gradients G,, m = 1,2, . . . . N, are 
lineary independent and JG,, m = 1,2, . . . . N, are linearly independent for 
each u in M,,. M,, is generated by the N-flows s,(t)u, and is an 
N-dimensional torus on which the flow S, is quasiperiodic. 
The result is established in two parts. 
First we introdue the following notation. The norm in the space RN and 
R2N is denoted by 1 1 and jl 11 respectively. Let N, equal the span of G,(u); 
1 <m < N, and T,, equal to the span of K,(u), 1 <m 6 N. 
Item 1. For u in 44, the flow &(t,)u is invariant on A4 and defined for 
all t, in R. Furthermore S,(t,)u in RZN is Lipshitz continuous in t, E R 
uniformly in u. The proof is routine and follows from standard existence 
theorems of ordinary differential equations and the compactness of M. 
In what follows we use that K,,,(u), 1 6 m < N, is a basis for T,; each 
K(u) in T,, is uniquely represented by K(u) = Cc = i t,&,(u) and admits 
the estimate 
(2) 
where ci and c2 are independent of u on M. 
Since {F,(u), F,,(u)} = 0 for m, n = 42, . . . . N the S, commute and 
u(t,, t,, . . . . tN)=Sl(tl)S2(f2)“‘SN(fN)U 
is defined for all t in RN. Use (2) to find 
IIS(t)u- 2411 = 
Ii 
j; tK(S(Tt)u) dz 11 d c ItI, 
where c is independent of u. S(t) u in A4 is continuous in t in RN, uniformly 
in u on M. Moreover S(r) u satisfies 
IlS(t)u-S(t’)ull <c It-q. 
It can be shown that 
!i_m,t-1(S(5f)U-U)=fK(u) 
in RzN uniformly in u. 
(3) 
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Item 2. For u in M, there is a number 6 such that if v E A4 and 
IIv - ~(1 < 6, then there exists t in RN with v = S(t)u and 
c I4 < Ilqt)v - VII, 
where c is independent of v. 
The proof of this is established in three steps. 
Step 1. For u in M, there exists a 6 such that if v E M and I/D - uI( < 6 
and if G, E N, then 
I(u- 0, GJI G 4 IIu- 41 IlGull. 
G,(u), 1~ m 6 N, is a basis for N,. Each element G, in N, is uniquely 
represented by G,=CE=, t,G,(v), t E RN. F,(v) is differentiable and 
For v and u in M, F,,,(v) = F,,,(u) = F,(u,) and 
I( 5 i,G,(o),u-u)~=I1,1~, t,(G,(v) - G,(u + z(v - u))), u - v) dz . 
m=l 
Use the differentiability of G, and then select S to obtain 
where we have used JC t,G,(v)ll ac, Itl. The result follows. 
Step 2. Let 6, = $5. For v in M satisfying 6, < JJu - uJJ < 6 there is a t 
in RN and a number t = r1 > 0 depending only on 6, for which S(zt)u 
satisfies 
and 
lW(rtb- 4 < IIV - 4 - f llS(stb - VII (4) 
z 
lIS(rt)v--vll 2- IIt~(vN 
2 (5) 
Set K, equal to the projection of u - v onto T,. Use of Step 1 shows that 
K, u-uPf IIKII IIu--41. (6) 
KU= tK(u), fERN, and (6) gives c2 ItI > IItK(v)ll~~ IIu-011 >$6, and the 
underestimate 
It1 2 46*/c,. (7) 
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By Step 1, the flow S(rt)o, z E R, is defined in M. Use (3), (2), and the 
estimate (7) to select a r = z1 > 0 depending only on 6, to find 
Ils(zt)u-u-ttK(o)ll~; lItK(u)ll 
IIS(~tb--vll a; II~~(u)ll. 
The bound (6), continuity of S(rt)u in zt E RN uniformly in u, and (7) are 
used to obtain 
I(S(tt)u - u, u- u)l > a Ip(?t)u - VII 110 - 2411 
and 
lIS(zt)u - VII < aal< f Ilu- 2411 
for r = r1 small and depending only on bl. 
Expand IIS(zt)u-u+u--u/l*, compute the product of u-u with 
S(rt)u-u, and use (5) and (6) to find 
~~s(zt)u-u~~*/~~u-u~~*~l-~~~S(zt)u-u~~ Ilo- 
+ llfwb-~l12/ll~-412 
< 1 - a IlS(zt)u - ull/llu- UII. 
Take the square root, apply Young’s inequality, and multiply by I/u - ~11 to 
find for r = z1 that 
llS(zt)u - ull < lb - 4 - $ IlS(zt)u - VII 
and the result. 
Step 3. Next we iterate the estimates of Step 2 to establish the result. 
Let6,=6/2”.ByStep2wefindu,=S(r,t,~,)v,~,, t,ERN,m>l, with 
u0 = u which satisfies 
and 
Ihn-%-III 2; Ilfm--1M%-I)ll 
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with It,1 >f6i/c,. Use (2) to obtain 
and combine the preceding estimates to obtain vN, = S(r,(t, + t, + . . . 
+ tNI))v with llvN, - u/I < 6, and 
Define t’ = Cfl= I r1 t,- I and v1 = uN,. For integer j> 2 replace 6 with 
Sj- i and 6, with Sj and continue the previous argument to find 
uj= S(tj)vj-’ with u” = u and )juj-- ~411 < 6, with 
1 
,,vj-u,, < ,,uj-‘-241, -- ,,uj-II-‘,, < ,,uj-l-u,, -5 Iti,. 
8 16 
Combine to find 
z ,? tj < ,,v-u,, - ,,vN*-u,, I I J=I 
and 
Cl 5 
16 I I 
tj < ,,v Nl-U,, - ,,uN*-u,, Q ,,vN*-VN’II. 
m=N, 
Since llvj- uII < 6/2j the proceding inequalities show that I(u”‘* - uII con- 
verges to zero as N, tends to infinity, Cy: I tj converges to RN, and 
2 It1 < Ilo-24. 
Define t = CJ?= 1 tie By continuity u = S( t)v and the result follows. 
Item 3. Use Item 2 the compactness of A4 to establish that S is a 
continuous open map of RN onto M. 
Let L equal the set of t E RN for which S( t)u = u, u E M. The existence of 
elements of o,, 1 <m GN, from L that are linearly independent and that 
each element w  in L is uniquely represented by o = C,” =, n, o,, n, E Z, is 
plain. S is a homeomorphism of RNfL onto M,, and each t in RN/L is 
uniquely represented by t = C,“=, r,o,, 0 d t, < 1. 
The rest of the proof is routine. 
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